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HELPING PROACT TRADERS BECOME SUCCESSFUL IN
THE FOREX W W W .PROACTTRADERS.COM

We exist to provide the finest charting program in the Forex. We colorcode to show Momentum and Harmony, give clear exit points and unparalleled training resources.

Helping you achieve
your trading goals
EAS now is an Auto Trading program
We continue to make improvements for our
traders! Our goal is to have everything you
need to be successful in the Forex.
We always wanted to trade the London
session but due to having a business to run
were unable to do it. We found a third
party software that allows us to do it and
allows you as the trader to have your account auto traded when we make our
trades.

This also means that we could reduce the
price to you as a trader since we could potentially get more pips.
We had a few bumps as we started but now
things are settling down so keep an eye on
this product and if it meets your needs, try
it for a month.
It costs only $100 ( 100 pips with a 1 lot
mini).

Trading Tips
Watch for bounces on the very special moving averages that we have on our
charts—ESPECIALLY the MA’s on the RF60/10. As price heads toward
the MA’s WITH THE TREND—look for it to bounce on the MA. This is one
reason why we do NOT use standard MA’s since we found that ours give us
a better, more high probability opportunity.
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The Dog Days of
Summer!
Well at least that is what it seemed like here in central Texas! Sixty nine….count
them….sixty nine days above 100 degrees! The heat was almost unbearable and it
seemed to wear on us and created stress and strain that would not normally have been
present. Then add the pressures of the economy and the world to each recipe of life
and it was just short of RIDICULOUS!
But thank God today was the first day of autumn and the weather was cooler and the
change of season was so long awaited here! I am sure that many of you experienced
your own version of “Dog Days” and perhaps are as happy as I am that they have
faded away. What we do know is that with each new season there is change. The air
changes, the temperature changes, nature changes…and we know that change can be
very good. Trading is no different…the summer is over. Slow markets, whip saws,
unpredictable directions due to the lack of real momentum or too many people on
vacation when you want to trade. So many factors to consider and most all of them
out of your control. Like a farmer waiting on rain…we wait for momentum! Sometimes we get it, sometimes we don’t, sometimes we don’t get enough and sometimes
we get too much at the wrong time! But just like the farmer, if we are wise and don’t
risk everything during these times, we live to plant and harvest another season!
All of us at ProAct Traders are very honored that you choose to be part of our family! We never have and never will take it lightly! That means that we are here pulling for you to succeed in your life and your endeavors, of which one is trading. With
that in mind we wish to encourage you (if you suffer from them) to get out of the
“Dog Day” attitudes that are created by those very crazy summer months of trading
and jump back into the routine of training, study and learning!
We have made many changes to the website and content in an attempt to help you
achieve your goals. So please, do yourself and those around you a favor; go to the
ProAct website and take a leisurely stroll and see what is there that you might could
use. Be honest with your assessment of where you are in trading and let us know if
we have not supplied you with the tools you need to grow. And remember that in
order to get a good harvest, you must prepare the soil, plant the seed and then water
and fertilize the new crop! This is all WORK and that is what it takes to win in the
Forex.
Blessings to you all,
Jerry Rankin, President
ProAct Traders LLC.

HEADS UP?
The RF 60/10 is the
BEST trade to first
learn when you come
to ProAct Traders.
Why?
The 60 and 10 have
very special indicators
built in that are NOT
designed to find price.
They are designed to
identify high probability
ENVIRONMENTS for
good trades.
The Black Jack tells
you if momentum is
strong enough to
change the direction of
the MA. The MA
changes color when it
gets in harmony for this
directional move. The
HMI tells you when momentum is strong
enough to push the
currency.
Having a 60 min view
and the 10 min view
tells you if you have
harmony at both the
little guy and big boys
level.
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KEY TIP: RF60/10 First Entry

© 2009 ProAct Traders LLC

www.proacttraders.com
Investment in the currency exchange is highly speculative and should only be done with risk capital. Prices rise and fall and past performance is no assurance of future
performance. Accordingly we make no warranties or guarantees in respect of the content. The publications herein do not take into account the investment objectives,
financial situation or particular needs of any particular person. Investors should obtain individual financial advice based on their own particular circumstances before
making an investment decision on the basis of the recommendations in this newsletter, website or our tutorials and live Webinars. While we try to ensure that all of the
information provided in our publications is kept up-to-date and accurate we accept no responsibility for any use made of the information provided. All intellectual property rights are the property of ProAct Traders LLC, and its affiliates, will not be held responsible for the reliability or accuracy of the information available in our publications . The content herein is provided in good faith and believed to be accurate, however, there are no explicit or implicit warranties of accuracy or timeliness made by
ProAct Traders LLC or its affiliates. The reader agrees not to hold ProAct Traders LLC or any of its affiliates liable for decisions that are based on information from our
publications . ProAct Traders LLC highly recommends that before making a decision, the reader collects several opinions related to the decision and verifies facts from at
least several independent sources.
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“Intellectual growth should commence
at birth and cease only at death”
Albert Einstein

Every Trader struggles at
times! EVERYONE!

group for subscribers in this phase.
1) We have our own group in the
ProAct Family room where traders
interact with each other and help
each other through the process.

So what do you do when you
find yourself in this phase of
your trading career? First of all
you admit that that is where
2) We have our own website with
you are. You can’t change any- special resources just for you.
thing until you admit that you
have a problem.
3) We have our own Training night
every other Wednesday night that
Once you have admitted that
is geared to fix the problems we
you are struggling...now you
encounter when we are struggling.
can begin the process of getting out of this phase of your
You cannot expect different reForex Journey
sults if you keep doing the
At ProAct we created a special

Look at the graphic below. You
will see that there are multiple
times when traders struggle—and
it is always right before the break
through.
If you are struggling—DON”T
TOUGH IT OUT. Let us help you
get to the next level. It is part of
our continuing effort to have NO
TRADERS LEFT BEHIND!
4) How to join? Go to the ProAct
Family Room and join the Endeavor Group—or contact us on
the CONTACT US page and we will
point you in the right direction.

same thing!
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Use patterns to confirm probable direction
There are 4 very special patterns that overwhelmingly resolve themselves in the direction that
the pattern is designed to show. THESE 4 MUST BE MEMORIZED and it takes at least 200-500
of these patterns, PERSONALLY drawn by the trader to teach yourself them! Why do we
like them? We almost always get a Wild Card, RF 60/10 or 6 Aces on the break of these
patterns
Here they are:
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